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RiteChoice Dog Agility Tunnels are made in the USA at our own manufacturing facility 

and made of the highest quality materials. With proper care and storage, these products will 

hold their form for many years of trouble-free enjoyment. Thanks to our meticulous quality 

control and customer-centered service, your dogs will get exactly what they need.

RiteChoice Dog Tunnel - Yellow / Blue
Take your dog’s agility to the next level with RiteChoice 
Dog Tunnels. Our tunnels use a 14 oz. medium-duty 
PVC-coated fabric, meticulously welded to ensure 
weather, fade, and scuff resistence. Reinforced with thick 
spiral wire, this tunnel is light, reliably tough, and allows 
for maximum flexibility. The 24 in. standard diameter is 
ideal for most sized dogs and can be used indoors and 
outdoors.

Fabric Weight: 14 oz.  

Length: 4ft, 12ft, 15ft, 20ft

Diameter: 24 in. Standard
Pitch: 4 or 6 in.

Tunnel Weight:
Wire:

27lb, 34lb, 54lb, 67lb
Steel w/ Wear Strip

Bonding: Welded

Steel WireWear Strip Mold & Mildew 
Resistant

Tunnel Bags
RiteChoice Dog Agility Tunnel Bags hold your Dog 
Agility Tunnels securely in place on all surfaces without 
staking. It’s important to stabilize your tunnel for safety 
and the most efficient use. These bags can be used with 
any RiteChoice Tunnel on grass, turf, matting, sand or 
any hard surface. Just fill the bags with sand, hang over 
the top of your tunnel, and you’re set.

Kit: 2 Bags

Closure: Hook and Loop

Applications: Indoor and Outdoor
Volume: 30-35lb of Sand

Fabric Color: Blue

Hook and LoopIndoor / Outdoor Sand Fill

Tunnel Belt Kit
RiteChoice Tunnel Belt Kits securely hold your dog 
agility tunnel in place. The strap is made of 2” wide 
black webbing with heavy duty buckles for adjustment. 
The stakes attach to the belt via 1/2” webbing loops 
that secure it to the ground.

Kit: 3 Belts, 12 Stakes

Placement: Outdoor Ground

Strap: 2” Wide Webbeing
Buckles: Heavy-Duty

Stake Loops: 1/2” Webbing Loops

Heavy-Duty
Buckles

Easy TransportOutdoor


